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Abstract— In India, there is a huge amount of increasing 

population due to which results in increase in traffic & 

number of vehicles users. Also, it impacts on society in 

Physical mental, psychological aspects. ITS combines 

transport systems with high technology to improve efficiency 

and safety of road and then to operate and manage it 

scientifically & smoothly. To evaluate, develop, analyze, 

improve environmental quality, save energy, conserve time 

ITS must be used.  In this research paper, we are discussing 

the various ITS used in India and compare ITS used in the 

world. Henceforth, we are going to compare and suggest 

implementing some of these ITS in India to make the 

transportation efficient, safer, faster, smarter way. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) is a combination of 

Information Technology, Transportation and 

Telecommunications using various technologies to create an 

efficient and safer environment for transportation. These 

technologies are much developed in developed nations like 

Korea, Japan, USA, Australia, etc. Hence there is a need to 

import these systems to develop the transportation in India. 

India is a densely-populated nation. The number of 

accidents occurred in India due to vehicles is 1.6 lakhs per 

year. To eliminate these accidents various techniques should 

be used; known as ITS. In India due to poor planned roads 

and Infrastructure traffic congestion going to severe problem 

to society and harms the economic growth of country. On all 

of traffic related problems ITS is the direct solution, by using 

advanced techniques and Infrastructure. ITS system is 

reduction of manpower and saves time and money spending 

in traffic control system. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 Stage 1: selected or it deviates the research paper”: In 

order to understand the paper broadly and get an idea 

whether the paper exactly belong to the research area  

 Stage 2: Details of research paper”: Studying of each 

research paper and understand the details of. 

 Stage 3: “Analysis the details”: Analysing the details in 

relation to significance of the problem,  

 Stage 4: “Comparison & Results among various 

method”: This stage deals with synthesis of the data, 

concept & the results presented. Here imagination of 

situations different from those presented and expected 

results must be predicted.  

III. COMPONENT PARTS 

A Traffic Management Centre (TMC) is the hub of transport 

administration, where data is collected, and analysed and 

combined with other operational and control concepts to 

manage the complex transportation network. It is the focal 

point for communicating transportation-related information 

to the media and the motoring public, a place where agencies 

can coordinate their responses to transportation situations and 

conditions. 

1) Sensor 

The advantage of the above sensors/detectors is that, unlike 

technologies such as AVI, GPS etc., these are autonomous 

detectors and do not require voluntary participation by the 

travelling public.  

2) GPS 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a worldwide satellite 

navigation system that provides a fast, flexible, and relatively 

inexpensive data to determine a vehicle‟s position and 

velocity in real time. 

3) Communication Tools 

The efficiency of the ITS system depends not only on the 

collection and analysis of traffic-related data, but also on 

quick and reliable communication, both data from field to 

TMC and information derived using the data and models from 

TMC to the public.[2] 

 Closed Circuit Televisions (CCTV): Located high above 

roadway to provide view of traffic incidents. Most 

CCTV’s can pan, tilt and zoom from any workstation at 

the area law enforcement center. The CCTV, like most is 

installed with a lighting protection rod. 

 Ramp Meter (RM): Designed to maximize balance of 

highway/freeway traffic flow with oncoming traffic. 

Ramp meters are used on most of ramps where volumes 

are high. 

 Passive Acoustic Devices (PAD): Pad’s are small 

devices that sit near the top of utility pole(barely visible 

to driver below) that can detect vehicle and pedestrian 

movement. 

 Loops: Detectors embedded in roadway to detect vehicle 

movements. These devices permit us to determine 

vehicle speed and density. This information feeds our 

Speed Maps (a feature in navigation apps)(color maps 

depicting flow of traffic).  

 Controller cabinet: Controllers sit along the roadway and 

send information from such items as PADs, Loops, RMs 

to law enforcement centres. These cabinets are field 

hardened to withstand in climate weather. 

 Dynamic Message Sign (DMS): Large signs over/near 

roadways used to display messages to public.  

IV. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF ITS IN INDIA 

The rapidly advancing economy of India, in par with the rest 

of the world has resulted in a phenomenal increase in use of 

personal automobiles on Indian urban roads. Some of the 

main issues facing the deployment of ITS in developing 

countries like India, reported by a World Bank study are: an 

underdeveloped road network, severe budget restrictions, 

explosive urbanization and growth, lack of resources for 
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maintenance and operation, less demand for automation, lack 

of interest among government decision makers, and lack of 

user awareness. [2] 

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

The traffic volume study of a certain location was conducted 

and the following results were obtained.  
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5 390 7 65 4 7 9 

10 344 13 50 4 13 3 

15 323 10 48 1 9 11 

20 343 11 61 12 18 5 

25 298 19 46 6 7 2 

30 306 13 57 6 10 3 

35 320 12 54 3 8 6 

40 291 12 63 4 10 6 

45 313 15 49 6 9 3 

50 315 9 46 4 12 4 

55 290 8 59 7 14 10 

60 304 12 57 8 13 5 

Table 1: Results 

A study of various systems were carried out viz. 

1) BIS (Bus Information System) 

2) AFC (Automatic Fare Collection) 

3) FTMS (Freeway Traffic Management System) 

4) ETCS (Electronic Toll Collection System) 

5) ATES (Automatic Traffic Enforcement System) 

6) PIS (Parking Information System) 

7) NTIC (Nation Traffic Information Centre)[4] 

8) C-ITS (Co-Operative ITS) [3] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Since the government must apply these all the Systems; they 

claim to a rapidity in transportation, reduction of congestion, 

decrease in CO2 missions, reduction in fuel consumptions, 

efficiency in Transportation, etc.  

Therefore we suggest to apply each of these systems 

in India for extracting all the benefits from these various ITS. 

No matter the initial cost is high, but the output is also very 

high. Exporting their technology; these objectives can be 

fulfilled. 
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